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Abstract
The current proposal and beam request concerns the final commissioning of the
Polarised Internal Target (PIT) with deuterium gas and the start-up of the double–
polarised research phase of the pn–programme at ANKE. It will include measurements
of the vector and tensor polarisations of the deuterium gas target by nuclear reactions.
The dependence of the polarisation along the storage cell will be measured as well.
The anticipated physics programme of single- and double-polarisation measurements
with the deuterium gas target and (un)polarised proton beam is briefly outlined, as
well as the results of the previous commissioning run (COSY exp. #201.0). The time
line for the further commissioning tasks is presented.
For the activities outlined in the proposal, two weeks of beam time are requested
with unpolarised proton beam with kinetic energy of Tp =600 MeV.
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Summary of the first commissioning run

For the commissioning of the deuterium Polarised Internal gas Target (PIT), two weeks
were granted by PAC #37 and these were used in November/December 2009. The previous
proposal [1] consisted of two phases: the first phase, commissioning with the Lamb–shift
polarimeter (LSP) without the COSY beam, was partially completed. However, the
second phase, which required a dedicated beam development with the closed storage cell,
stacking injection and electron cooling, failed completely, due to technical problems at
COSY. The results obtained are described in Section 3.
Based on our experience of commissioning and running the PIT with polarised hydrogen and partially with deuterium, we request two weeks to finalize the commissioning of
the ANKE polarised deuterium source and to make a first production run on the Charge–
Exchange study with the polarised deuterium target.
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Brief summary of the physics case

A key feature of the experiments ongoing and planned at ANKE–COSY is the use of
polarised beams and targets, which allows one to perform double–polarisation measurements [2]. Since the summer of 2005, ANKE has been equipped with a Polarised Internal
Target (PIT) [3, 5, 6] located between the dipole magnets D1 and D2 (see Fig. 1 in COSY
proposal #201.0 [1]). The results obtained during five weeks of a successful production
run in October 2009 [7], allocated for the measurement of the Charge–Exchange break–up
~p → {pp}n, have been
reaction of polarised deuterons on a polarised hydrogen target d~
reported in [8]. Furthermore, we are now preparing for seven weeks of beam time with a
polarised 706 MeV deuteron beam and a polarised hydrogen target in order to measure
the spin correlation coefficients (Ax,x , Ay,y ) of the ~n p~ → {pp}s π − reaction [9].
Given the above successes in the first handling of the double–polarised data from the
~ we can conclude that ANKE–COSY is ready now to embark
polarised hydrogen target (H),
on the experimental programme of double–polarisation measurements using the deuterium
~ It is expected that this will include:
gas target (D).
• The polarised deuteron beam only allows the investigation of the np charge–exchange
amplitudes up to a maximum COSY energy of Td /2 ≈ 1.1 GeV. It is suggested to
extend this range up to about 3 GeV by using a polarised proton beam incident
~ and detecting TWO slow protons in an array
on a polarised deuterium target (D)
of solid state spectator telescopes. The interaction vertex is then very well located
within the long target, making it unnecessary to measure the fast neutron in the
~ p, pp)n reaction. Events of this type have already
ANKE facility to identify the d(~
been identified within the very limited angular acceptance of a single telescope [2].
Eventually this approach might be extended to the production of the ∆0 (1232) with
some of its decay products being detected in ANKE.
• Simultaneously with the charge–exchange investigation, we would measure a fast
proton in ANKE in coincidence with one slow (spectator) proton in the silicon telescope array. This would allow measurements of the elastic p~ ~n → pn polarisation
observables in the forward cone below θcm ≈ 30◦ . The combination of this and
the previous item would have a major impact on the isospin–zero nucleon–nucleon
phase–shift determinations, for which data are sadly lacking above 800 MeV. As
a by–product one will also obtain data on inclusive pion production in polarised
proton–neutron collisions, p~ ~n → πX.
5

• We have already investigated the high–momentum–transfer (backward) deuteron
charge–exchange breakup reaction, pd → (pp)n, with an unpolarised beam and target
and determined the differential cross section [9, 11]. Using a polarised proton beam,
we have also obtained the angular distributions of the analysing power at Tp = 500
and 800 MeV [12]. Considerable clarification of the dominant reaction mechanism
will be obtained through the measurement of a combination of the deuteron tensor
analysing power and the transverse p~d~ spin–correlation parameter [13].
Once the experimental goals of the present request have been achieved, we will submit
to next COSY PAC a dedicated proposal for double–polarisation measurements using
deuterium gas as an effective neutron target.
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Status of the deuterium PIT commissioning

3.1

Phase 1: Measurements without the COSY beam

As was described in proposal #201.0 to PAC #37, several items should be addressed during
the first scheduled week (November/December 2009) without the use of a COSY beam.
It was planned to spend the days for beam development and use the nights to prepare
the Atomic Beam Source, its transition units, and to adjust the Lamb–shift polarimeter
to work with deuterium. These tasks and the results achieved are described below:
• For any ANKE beam time with a polarised deuterium gas target the measurements
of the magnetic field in the ANKE target chamber near the storage–cell region with
different settings of the D2 magnet are necessary. This is because we need to operate
the source in such a way that also combinations of mixed states are injected into the
storage cell. A second reason is because of the different magnitude of the vertical
stray field of D2, which is used as a holding field for the polarised deuterium atoms,
the nuclear polarisation varies along the cell axis. The results of these measurements
are shown on Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Magnetic field along the storage cell at the ANKE target chamber for different settings
of the D2 magnet. Minimum possible proton kinetic energies are also indicated.
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• For the asymmetry measurements with the Lamb-shift polarimeter, the atomic beam
should not cross a region with zero magnetic field. In such a case, the information
about the target polarisation or the atomic polarisation itself will be lost (if this
region is located in front of the storage cell). At the various D2 settings, with or
without the field of the ionizer (first component of the polarimeter), there are no
regions inside the target chamber (see Fig. 2) with zero–field crossing.
• The tuning of the radio–frequency transition units was the next step in the commissioning of the atomic beam source. The results of the first asymmetry measurements
with the LSP showed that the final polarisation is much smaller than the one expected. The behaviour of the polarisation suggests that there was at least one
zero–field crossing somewhere around the second transition unit. This would make
the first transition ineffective and also have some impact on the second transition
unit. It was not possible to discover this earlier during the setup of the source at
its off-beam position, because it was most probably caused by a magnetization of
the shielding–caps of the transition unit, which happened during the previous beam
time. It was also not possible to recognize it with the hydrogen target. We are now
preparing active shieldings for the second transition unit, which will be installed for
the next beam time with the hydrogen PIT in May 2011 [9]. Nevertheless, even with
these problems, the tuning of the transition units was still possible and the atomic
beam source was ready for the data–taking on time.

Figure 2: Sketch of a side view of the ANKE target chamber with the PIT main components:
storage cell (∼ 400 mm along the beam), ABS, and LSP. The COSY beam comes from the left.

3.2

Phase 2: Measurements with the COSY beam

To complete the deuterium PIT commissioning with the unpolarised proton beam, we
asked for two energies to be ready for the Thursday of the first week. It was necessary
to schedule two days for the installation of the STT detectors and to start the taking
of data on Friday of the first week. However, due to some technical problems in the
previous experiment #172.1, we were asked to grant some of our time to this experiment.
Unforeseen problems with providing a beam that would pass through the storage cell
at zero degrees and with electron cooling at injection energy then extended the beam
development into the second week. After the problems of the ANKE magnet system at
7

zero degrees had been overcome, it was found that the D2 magnet and detection system
could not be moved to the desired angle of 10.6◦ , because of the interlock system. At the
maximum possible shift of 9.2◦ , the accelerator crew was not able to prepare the beam
and we decided to reduce this angle to 8.5◦ , where losses in the storage cell at injection
were not so dramatically high and some beam could still be accelerated through the cell.
When almost everything was ready for the installation of the STT detectors, in the early
morning of Tuesday of the second week, almost all COSY electricity was switched off due
to work by an external company on the replacement of the power cables in the COSY
building. The beam development was continued half a day later from the earlier saved
settings. This delayed the installation of the STT from Wednesday night to Thursday
night of the second week and the first data were taken on Thursday noon. This left only
four incomplete days (plus an extra day granted to us from the following HESR–COSY
week) for measurements at a single beam energy.
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Results of first commissioning

The commissioning of the PIT with deuterium gas at ANKE with the COSY beam was
not finished due to:
1. The main problems of COSY performance:
- Bad acceleration at non-zero ANKE angles;
- Almost No electron cooling at injection. This generates high background from
the storage–cell walls at the beginning of the cycles. It created great difficulties for
the STT detector.
2. ANKE technical problems:
- ANKE position for 10.6◦ deflection angle was technically not possible, due to the
changes in the COSY interlock system. At the maximum possible angle (9.2◦ ), it
was not possible to accelerate the beam through the storage cell and we had to work
at the non-optimal deflection angle of 8.5◦ ;
- Due to the high background and massive hits on the Teflon coating of the storage
cell, one layer of the STT detector suffered severe damage.
On the other hand some tasks were completed successfully:
• Settings for transition units were found during the nights of the first week.
• Active shieldings of the weak field transition unit are necessary. Now they have been
prepared and will be installed for the next beam time [9].
• Magnetic fields along the COSY and PIT beams at the ANKE target chamber were
measured for different D2 field strengths (from stand-by mode to the maximum
possible field).
• Lower limits of the ABS polarization were measured with the LSP. Without background corrections, the polarization was Pz = −0.40 for states |3i+|4i and Pz = 0.33
for |1i + |6i. The corresponding laboratory results were Pz = −0.82 ± 0.06 and
Pz = 0.78 ± 0.05, respectively.
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5

Determination of the polarisation inside the deuterium
storage cell target

In this section the principle for the determination of the deuterium target polarisation components, both vector (Qy ) and tensor (Qyy ), are presented. For this purpose, we require
reactions that have high production rates, with large and well measured analysing powers,
which could be detected and well identified at ANKE. We will concentrate mainly on three
reactions: (i) quasi–free p~n → dπ 0 , (ii) pd~ → 3 He π 0 , and (iii) pd~ → 3 H π + . Isospin conservation requires the analysing powers for the latter two reactions to be identical, though
the cross section for π + production should be a factor of two larger than for π 0 .
As was already demonstrated in previous ANKE experiments, the known values of
the proton analysing power Apy of p~
p → dπ + reaction, available from SAID [14], leads to
the determination of the target (or beam) vector polarisation Qy . The same is true for
the second and third reactions for the determination of the tensor polarisation Qyy , since
very good measurements of the differential cross sections and tensor analysing powers of
~ → 3 He π 0 are available in the forward/backward directions over a wide energy interval
dp
from SATURNE measurements [15]. We plan to use these data particularly at a proton
beam energy of Td /2 = 600 MeV. The monitoring of ‘ON-line polarisation’ stability will
be provided by the measurement of the relative asymmetry by detecting the quasi–free ppelastic scattering in the left and right spectator telescopes (STT), or pd-elastic scattering
by demanding a coincidence between the STT and the forward detector system.
The possible configurations of the deuterium target polarisations for the ANKE source
are presented in Table 1.
Pol #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Transactions
MFT 3 → 4
WFT 1 → 4
WFT 2 → 3
MFT 3 → 4
WFT 1 → 4, 2 → 3
SFT 2 → 6
MFT 3 → 4
SFT 2 → 6
SFT 3 → 5
MFT 3 → 4
SFT 3 → 5
MFT 1 → 4
MFT 1 → 4
SFT 2 → 6
MFT 1 → 4
SFT 3 → 5

Hyperfine states in the LSP
|1i |2i |3i |4i |5i |6i
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

−0.67

0.00

•

•

−1.00

1.00

•

0.33

1.00

•

1.00

1.00

0.33

−1.00

0.00

0.00

−0.50

−0.50

0.00

1.00

0.00

−2.00

•

•
•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•
•

•

Ideal polarization
Pz
Pzz
0.00
0.00
0.50
−0.50

•
•

Table 1: Possible configurations of the atomic beam source for feeding the storage cell with
deuterium gas. The colour lines apply to vector (green) and tensor (blue) polarisation in the cell.

The variation of the magnetic field along the storage cell means that the polarisation
will not be constant inside the cell. Figure 3 shows the distribution of vector and tensor
polarisation for a D2 field of 0.841 T. This condition emphasizes the importance of vertex
reconstruction to be able to measure the target polarisation in different ranges of the cell. A
method to reconstruct vertices inside the extended target has been already developed and
9

tested during the November 2005 beam time. The pp → dπ + process with the detection of
both secondaries was chosen for this purpose. The trajectories of both particles, together
with their arrival times, allow the reconstruction of coordinates of interaction point with
the use of kinematical constraints. The resolution of the reconstructed coordinate was
σZ = 3.6 cm longitudinally and σX = 0.8 cm transversely [16].

Figure 3: Vector and tensor polarisation distributions along the cell for polarisation states 4, 6,
10, 11 of Table 1. States 4 and 6 are are injected with vector polarisation -1 and +1 respectively
and +1 tensor polarisation. States 10 and 11 are considered as pure tensor states (no vector
polarisation) with tensor polarisation +1 and -2.
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Identification of the polarimetry reactions using the PIT

In this section the event identification for the dp–induced reactions are demonstrated when
using a long cell target. This is done on the basis of experimental information obtained
in dp interactions, especially from the shape of the background from the cell walls, which
is imitated through the injection of N2 gas into the cell [7].
Figure 4 shows events initiated by an incident deuteron beam energy of 1200 MeV
(equivalent to 600 MeV protons), where two charged particles were detected in the double–
~
layer forward scintillation hodoscope during the January 2007 beam–time [7]. Polarised H
(unpolarised N2 ) gas was used in the cell. The figure shows the arrival–time differences for
the two particles in the hodoscope (calculated after momentum and trajectory reconstruction under the assumption that both particles were protons) versus the measured difference
of the two time signals from the scintillators. Thus, the two protons from the dp → (pp)n
reaction should lie along the diagonal, with other particle pairs (such as dp) being found
elsewhere. The off–diagonal events, of course, occur in pairs, rotated about the centre by
180◦ . A similar picture was obtained from the H2 cluster target measurements [4].
Reactions in the N2 gas in the cell are expected to show similar smearing of the ejectile
momenta due to the Fermi motion of the nucleons as reactions in the aluminium cell–wall
material. The comparison of the results presented in the two panels of Fig. 4 shows
strong effects for both pp and dpπ 0 events. This should allow one to discriminate between
~ (and later also D)
~ gas in the storage cell from wall events due to the
reactions with the H
10
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Figure 4: Time difference of the two detected charged particles, calculated under the assumption
that both particles are protons versus the measured time difference for events from 1200 MeV
~ gas (left panel) and N2 gas (right panel) in the storage cell. These results were
deuterons and H
obtained during the January 2007 beam-time.

different widths in the momentum distribution. On the other hand, the narrow band of
~ and N2 targets (and hence for the cell wall).
the pp events is very similar for H

6.1

~p → dpspπ 0 reaction
The d~

Number of events

Number of events

Time-of-flight cuts applied to the distributions of Fig. 4 allow us to select the dp candidates
and hence to derive the missing–mass distributions of the dp → dpπ 0 reactions that are
presented in Fig. 5.
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~p → (dpsp )X (upper panel corFigure 5: Missing–mass squared distribution for the reaction d~
responds to High branch and lower one to Lower branch) measured with the storage cell and
the 1200 MeV deuteron beam. The open histogram in the left panel represents the result obtained
with the hydrogen gas while the shaded areas show the ‘background’ contributions measured with
nitrogen in the cell. These latter distributions have been normalised to the hydrogen data to the
right of the peak. In the right panel the data with the hydrogen target is shown after background
subtraction. The missing–mass squared corresponding to the unobserved π 0 is clearly seen with
a mean value of 0.0184 (GeV/c2 )2 and σ = 8.5 (MeV/c2 )2 (High branch), and a mean value of
0.0189 (GeV/c2 )2 and σ = 6.0 (MeV/c2 )2 for the low branch.

~ show a prominent peak corresponding to the proData with the hydrogen target (H)
0
duction of a π . The background in both cases is very similar to that measured with
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the nitrogen target (N2 ) and the natural assumption is that in the hydrogen case the
background originates from the cell walls.

6.2

~p → 3 He π 0 /3 H π + reactions
The d~

300

Number of events

Number of events

It was also shown in previous measurements with the cluster target at ANKE [4] that there
is a large acceptance for the dp → 3 He π 0 reaction when the 3 He are emitted very close to
the initial beam direction. The high–momentum branch of 3 He particles could be selected
in an off–line analysis by applying two–dimensional cuts in ∆E versus momentum and
∆t versus momentum for individual layers of the forward hodoscope. The π 0 was then
identified through the missing mass derived from the 3 He measurement. After background
subtraction, the mean value of the missing–mass distribution (Fig. 6) is close to the pion
mass.
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~p → 3 He X reaction measured with the
Figure 6: Missing–mass squared distribution for the d~

θXZ [deg]

storage cell and the 1200 MeV deuteron beam. The open histogram in the left panel represents the
result obtained with the hydrogen gas, while the shaded areas show the ‘background contributions
measured with nitrogen in the cell. The latter distribution has been normalised to the hydrogen
data to the right of the peak. In the right panel the data with hydrogen target is shown after
background subtraction. The missing–mass squared peak corresponding to the unobserved π 0 is
clearly seen with a mean value of 0.0182 (GeV/c2 )2 and σ = 14.0 (MeV/c2 )2 .
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Figure 7: Left panel: Single-particle acceptance of the ANKE forward detector system at Tp =
500 MeV showing the polar angle projection θxz as a function of the particle rigidity. The curves
show the kinematical loci for the processes that may be used for the polarimetry study. Right panel:
Distribution of two-particle events showing the measured ∆tmeas versus the calculated difference
∆tcalc at Tp = 500 MeV.
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Isospin invariance requires that all the analysing powers in the ~pd~ → 3 He π 0 and
p~d~ → 3 H π + reactions should be identical. Extra target tensor polarimetry data will be
obtained in parallel from the latter reaction, which has the advantage that the two tracks
will give further, more precise information on the vertex position (σZ . 2.0 cm). The
3 H π + final pairs from proton-deuteron collisions were already detected in an early ANKE
experiment at Tp = 500 MeV using the deuterium cluster target. The acceptance for a
charged particle in ANKE under these conditions is shown in the left panel of Fig. 7 and
the reaction identification via the ∆t selection in the right panel.
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Detection system for the new measurements

Once the first part of the commissioning with the Lamb–shift polarimeter is completed,
the machine development can be initiated. For safety reasons, the STT–detectors should
be installed in the target chamber only after the beam orbit is optimized and the losses on
the storage cell walls at injection and during acceleration are small. We plan to use the
openable cell for the measurements. For the first time, four telescopes will be mounted on
the left and right sides of the ANKE target chamber (as shown in Fig. 8) and installed
as close as possible to each other. This means that the first STT should be shifted from
its nominal position downstream by by 30 mm and the second one 30 mm upstream with
respect to the COSY beam direction.

Figure 8: Positioning of four STTs at the ANKE target chamber.
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Beam-time request and time line

For the measurements outlined above, two weeks of beam time are requested with an
unpolarised proton beam at a kinetic energy of Tp =600 MeV with the following aims:
1. The first week is mainly needed to commission the polarised internal target at
ANKE with the LSP. The Lamb–shift polarimeter (LSP) [5] will be used as a tool
to adjust the transition units of the polarised atomic beam source (ABS) [6] that
are utilised to feed the storage cell.
2. The main goal of the second week is to determine the target vector polarisation and
the target density using the quasi–free p~n → dπ 0 reaction [14] and tensor polarisation
13

~p → 3 He π 0 /3 H π + reactions [15]. Based on the experimental data
using the d~
collected for pd~ → {pp}n breakup reaction, we will submit a dedicated proposal for
double–polarisation measurements to the next COSY PAC.
The time-line foreseen (from now) for the activities listed above is as follows:
~ and Lamb–shift polarimeter will be installed in calendar weeks #18 and
• ABS (H)
#19 for the COSY experiment #205.
• The COSY experiment #205 with a polarised deuteron beam and polarised hydrogen
target will start data taking in calendar week #20 and last for 7 weeks.
• At the moment it is not clear how long the COSY summer shutdown will be and
whether it will be possible to carry out the first part of deuterium commissioning
during this time, i.e., during the first week of the summer shutdown.
• It is planned to take out the ABS in calendar weeks #28-29, and to install the
ANKE cluster target, in order to allow PAX measurements (see proposal #199.2
from D. Oellers to this PAC) in the second half of 2011.
• In such a scenario, the ANKE ABS could be put back during the winter shutdown
and commissioning would take place in early 2012.
• There is a scheduled beam time in May 2011, which plans to use openable cell to
reduce the beam losses during injection and acceleration [9]. Based on the outcome of
this experiment, the option of openable cell with deuterium gass might be considered
in the requested commissioning run.
The main goal is to accomplish a measurement of the target performance, i.e. target
polarisation and target density. Once the target polarisation has been determined, the
data sample obtained can be used to derive the analysing powers of the charge–exchange
reaction pd~ → (pp)n. However, experience gained during the previous experiments has
shown that the acceptance of ANKE is such that several reactions will be recorded simultaneously.
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